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About Andre 

Possessing over 20 years leadership experience, 

Andre has worked across three continents, for  

leading brands in Hospitality, Sales, Recruitment 

and Management Consulting. 

Establishing Verity Consulting in August 2016 saw    

Andre entering in to a Directorship role for the third time; 

and signified the end of a ten year “business model  

discovery” and “proof of concept” period.  

Still acting in an Advisory capacity for a number of          

companies, his main role now is to heading up Verity as 

Managing Partner.  

“What makes Verity unique? Our ability to successfully   

operate at a world-class level, across every functional 

Practically speaking this means that our clients receive    

expert advice across every area of their business, without 

having to brief a new firm every time they need to engage a 

consultancy. Consequently there are huge benefits in    

economies of scale, continuity in service levels and much 

quicker; and more sustainable ROI.  

Because we’re engaged with our clients for longer periods 

of time across a range of projects, we get to know them  

intimately. This means we’re also able to re-engage at short 

notice when required to help them pivot and capitalise on a 

new opportunity, adapt to a change in market conditions or 

absorb competitive behaviour.  

• Resource Planning 

• Predictive Performance Analytics 

• Advisory Board 

Andre vd Merwe 
Managing Partner 

What Clients say 

“Andre has completed a number of projects for us at Stratco over the years. What’s impressed 

me on each occasion, is his ability to quickly gain an intrinsic understanding of our core          

requirements. Along with the soft factors not contained in a position description, whilst keeping in 

mind the team dynamics, overall strategy and commercial impact of each role. As a                

consequence of this he has connected us with some outstanding talent and I’d happily            

recommend him to any organisations looking for similar results.”  
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/andre-van-der-merwe-18103514/

